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PIG® OIL ABSORBENT PRODUCTS
PIG® LIGHT WEIGHT OIL

ONLY ABSORBENTS
Hangs anywhere, goes anywhere! Grab one Pad 
or the whole tablet to clean up an oil-based spill or 
splatter in any corner of the shop. Durable PIG® 
Oil-Only Mat quickly soaks up gas and oil but won’t 
waste absorbency on water like rags or floor sweep! 
Self-extinguishing material helps eliminate fire 

hazards; melts instead of burning if contacted by direct flame.
100 each 15”x20” Pads ...............................P/N 08-07317 ...........$53.75
15”x50 ft. Roll ..............................................P/N 08-07320 ...........$22.90

PIG® MEDIUM WEIGHT OIL ONLY
ABSORBENTS

Clean up oil-based spills without wasting absorbency on 
water. Unlike rags or floor sweep, PIG® Water-Repellent 
Oil-Absorbent Mat quickly soaks up gas and oil but repels 
water from rain, slush, washdowns, ponds and sumps and 
more!.

100 each 15”x20” Pads ...............................P/N 08-07318 ...........$71.75
30”x150 ft. Roll ............................................P/N 08-07321 .........$111.75

PIG® UNIVERSAL LIGHTWEIGHT
ABSORBENTS

This Tablet goes anywhere to clean up drips, spills 
or splatters throughout the shop. Easier to use than 
floor sweep, so it reduces cleanup time. And with 
no damaging dust and grit to track around, the shop 
stays cleaner! Convenient pop-up tabs let you hang 
the Tablet anywhere you need it

*15 each 14”x14.25” Pads ...........................P/N 08-07314 ...........$14.50
100 each 15”x20” Pads ...............................P/N 08-07312 ...........$70.75
15”x50 ft. Roll ..............................................P/N 08-07315 ...........$22.95

PIG® MEDIUM WEIGHT
UNIVERSAL ABSORBENTS

Genuine PIG® Mat is the better way to soak up drips, 
spills and splatters, and spend more time repairing 
vehicles. Easier to use than floor sweep so it reduces 
cleanup time. And with no damaging dust and grit to 

track around, the shop stays cleaner! • Safely absorbs and retains oil, 
coolants, water, grease, gasoline, solvents, auto fluids, paint overspray, 
battery acid and most other liquids 
*3 each 15”x20”Pads ...................................P/N 08-07353 .............$4.95
100 each 15”x20” Pads ...............................P/N 08-07313 ...........$86.90
30”x150 ft. Roll ............................................P/N 08-07316 .........$129.75

PIG® UNIVERSAL ABSORBENT SOCKS
Wrap flexible, self-contained PIG® Socks around tanks, 
drum areas and puddles to halt the spread of liquid while 
the Socks’ thirsty absorbent filler absorbs it. Easier to use 
and clean up than messy floor sweep! • Moldable Socks 
surround equipment, drums or tanks and contain spills to 
keep them from spreading into walkways; also great for 
catching liquid that seeps under overhead doors Safely 
absorbs and retains oil, coolants, water, grease, gasoline, 
solvents, auto fluids, paint overspray, battery acid and most 

other liquids.
*2 Universal Socks ......................................P/N 08-07324 .............$9.95
12 Universal Socks ......................................P/N 08-07327 ...........$44.50
12 Water Repelling Socks (oil only).............P/N 08-07325 ...........$59.75

* Designates item pictured.

PIG® UNIVERSAL LIGHT WEIGHT
ABSORBENT DRUM-TOP PADS

Eliminate messy drum storage areas without 
touching a mop or rag! Precut to fit on 55-gallon 
drums, Quickly absorb drips or overfills to help 
keep your shop clean and safe, so you can focus 
on repairing vehicles.  Highly absorbent material 
traps liquids, so it won’t drip or leave behind fibers 
when you pick it up; spend less time collecting 
used absorbent between jobs.
5 Pads .....................P/N 08-07328 ...........$11.50
20 Pads ...................P/N 08-07329 ...........$41.50

PIG® MAGNETIC ROLL HOLDER
Keep your PIG® Mat within an arm’s 
reach for easy access and hassle-free 
dispensing. The PIG® Magnetic Roll 
Holder attaches to any metal surface to 

keep Mat off the floor and close at hand. • Holds one 15”W x 50’L PIG® 
Mat Roll (P/N 08-07320 or P/N 08-07315) for easy one-hand dispensing 
• Durable, powder-coated steel resists chips, rust and corrosion
• Powerful magnets keep Roll Holder firmly in place during dispensing; 
can be removed and relocated in seconds.14.5” Magnetic Roll Holder
 P/N 08-07331 ...........$24.95

PIG® VERTICAL ROLL HOLDER
Dispense PIG® Mat the convenient way with this 
handy roll holder! Its free-standing, locking metal 
frame adjusts to accept a wide variety of rolls and is 
collapsible for compact storage. • Adjust center bar 
to change width; choose 16” to save space and keep 
small rolls from sliding or 33” to maximize PIG® Mat 
supply...........................P/N 08-07332 ...........$74.85

PIG® UNIVERSAL SPILL KIT
Respond to spills fast so you can get back to work. 
Our hi-viz Kit has the supplies you need for quick 
cleanups, and it’s so affordable you can stock 
every spill-prone spot in your shop or stash one 
in each fleet vehicle for better liability protection! 
• Moldable Socks • Mat Pads • Bright nylon Bag 
stands out, so you can find it when you need it.
Universal Spill Kit .....P/N 08-07326 ...........$57.75

PIG® TRAFFIC MAT® RUG
Help keep extreme-traffic walkways dry and safe 
with this highly durable, absorbent Rug. Heat-fused 
TRAFFIC MAT® Rug won’t rip or fray, even under 
wheeled traffic, so it’s perfect for ensuring heavy-use, 
splash-prone areas stay clean and injury free.
• incredible durability; won’t ball or fray, even under 
wheeled traffic • Roll out to add traction and absorbency 
near parts washers, paint areas, work benches, 
doorways, service bays and other high-wear areas
• Self-extinguishing material helps eliminate fire 
hazards; melts instead of burning if contacted by direct 
flame.

*36”x150 Ft. Standard Mat ..........................P/N 08-07322 .........$137.99
36”x100 Ft. Polybacked Mat ........................P/N 08-07323 .........$225.95

PIG AIRCRAFT SPILL KITS
Versatile spill kits go in a compartment or mounted container to keep you prepared for spills.
DUFFEL BAG - Fluids Absorbed:  Oils, Coolants, Solvents & Water  Spill Volume: 1 - 9 gal. Weight: 9.36 lbs. Includes: 3 - ext. 
dia. 3” x 48” L PIG® Blue Absorbent Sock (4048) 15 - 15” W x 20” L PIG® Absorbent Mat Pad (MAT204) 1 - ext. dia. 3.25” x 
1.75” H PIG® Plug-N-Seal® No-Freeze Patching Paste (PTY237) 1 - Collapsible Container 1 - Economy Goggles (GLS290-
AF) 1 - 13” L Showa-Best Chem Master(TM) Neoprene Gloves (GLV213-XL) 1 - Apron 5 - 18” W x 30” H Polyethylene 
Disposal Bags (BAG201-S) 1 - Lightstick 1 - Instructions. ......................................... P/N 08-13247 ............................. $172.85

STOWAWAY BAG - Fluids Absorbed:  Oils, Coolants, Solvents & Water  Spill Volume: 1 - 9 gal. Weight: 11.5 lbs.  Includes: 
3 - ext. dia. 3” x 48” L PIG® Blue Absorbent Sock (4048) 40 - 15” W x 20” L PIG® Absorbent Mat Pad (MAT204) 2 - ext. dia. 
3.25” x 1.75” H PIG® Plug-N-Seal® No-Freeze Patching Paste (PTY237) 1 - Collapsible Container 1 - 13” L Showa-Best 
Chem Master(TM) Neoprene Gloves (GLV213-XL) 1 - Economy Goggles (GLS290-AF) 1 - Apron 1 - Lightstick 5 - 18” W x 30” 
H Polyethylene Disposal Bags (BAG201-S) 1 - Instructions. ..................................... P/N 08-13245 ............................. $203.95

TOTE BAG - Fluids Absorbed:  Oils, Coolants, Solvents & Water  Spill Volume: 1 - 9 gal. Weight: 20.15 lbs.  Includes: 4 - ext. 
dia. 3” x 48” L PIG® Blue Absorbent Sock (4048) 25 - 15” W x 20” L PIG® Absorbent Mat Pad (MAT204) 1 - PIG® LITE-DRI® 
Loose Absorbent (PLP218) 1 - 10” W x 12” L PIG® Premoistened Hand and Surface Wipers (WIP1300) 2 - ext. dia. 3.25” x 
1.75” H PIG® Plug-N-Seal® No-Freeze Patching Paste (PTY237) 1 - Collapsible Container 5 - 18” W x 30” H Polyethylene 
Disposal Bags (BAG201-S) 1 - Dustpan/Broom 1 - Economy Goggles (GLS290-AF) 1 - 13” L Showa-Best Chem Master(TM) 
Neoprene Gloves (GLV213-XL) 1 - Apron 1 - Lightstick 1 - Instructions. .................. P/N 08-13246 ............................. $283.95
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